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ABSTRACT
Objective. To determine whether adult insecure attachment dimensions were associated with

headache or sensitivity to pain before, during or after stressful mental arithmetic in an
episodic migraine and tension-type headache (T-TH) sample.
Background. The relationship styles of attachment insecurity, both anxious and avoidant,
represent a vulnerability factor for chronic and acute pain but have not been investigated in
relation to episodic headache sufferers or experimentally-evoked headache. These
interpersonal styles are potentially important aspects of pain experience and management.
Methods. Thirty eight episodic migraine, 28 episodic T-TH and 20 headache-free
participants intermittently received a mild electric shock to the forehead before, during and
after stressful mental arithmetic. Encouraging feedback was provided by the experimenter
before and after, but not during, the task.
Results. Attachment anxiety, but not attachment avoidance, was associated with the intensity
of headache and forehead pain before and after, but not during the stressor. These
relationships were independent of Five Factor Model personality traits. Neither attachment
anxiety nor avoidance was associated with episodic migraine or T-TH.
Conclusions. Anxiously attached individuals may experience greater pain or show a stronger

attentional bias toward painful sensations than securely attached individuals, even when
emotional support is provided. However, distraction or pain-facilitation during psychological
stress appears to override this attentional bias.
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INTRODUCTION
Attachment style – an individual’s habitual way of relating to a significant other - has
been identified as a vulnerability factor in chronic headache [1, 2]. Headache sufferers are
often anxiety-prone [3], possibly due to ‘insecurity’ in past and present attachments.
Compared with secure attachment, insecure attachment, in either its anxious or avoidant
form, predicted migraine-related disability in a chronic headache sample [1]. In addition,
insecure styles were over-represented in a migraine, tension-type headache (T-TH) and
chronic daily headache sample compared with controls (insecure 38.6% v 15.8%; avoidant
25.4% v 10.5%; anxious 13.2% v 5.3%) [2]. These findings are consistent with Meredith’s
Attachment Diathesis Model of Chronic Pain [4], in which attachment insecurity represents a
vulnerability factor for both chronic and acute pain [5-7], as a temporary state and a more
permanent trait [6, 8]. They are also consistent with a central tenet in attachment
neurobiological research, wherein development of the regulatory functions of the experiencedependent (right) orbitofrontal cortex is compromised in individuals with an insecure
attachment history [9, 10], an area which has been implicated in headache onset [11] and pain
sensitivity in migraine sufferers [12].
Attachment theory, originally postulated by Bowlby [13], maintains that the quality of
interactions with primary carers becomes internalized over time in the form of dispositional
attachment orientations which guide affect regulation and support-seeking in situations of
threat to the self [14]. Adult attachment styles are conceptualised along two dimensions [15]:
anxiety regarding rejection or abandonment and avoidance of emotional intimacy or
dependence. Secure individuals (low on both dimensions) are characterised by realistic threat
appraisals, self-efficacy regarding threat-related management and outcomes, and effective
regulation of affect [16]. In contrast, the negative model of self in anxious and fearful
3
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attachment results in hyper-vigilant scanning for, and selective attention to, threat-related
stimuli, a tendency to interpret ambiguous stimuli as threatening and to recall threatening
information [17, 18]. The negative model of others in attachment avoidance leads to
orientation away from threat cues and under-utilisation of support [17]. Fearful individuals
score high on both dimensions.
Theoretical models link attachment orientations to the development and maintenance
of chronic pain [19] and this has been empirically supported. Secure attachment is associated
with greater levels of control over pain [5], while attachment anxiety in pain-free samples
was associated with heightened pain intensity, pain hypervigilance, increased pain-related
fears, [20, 21], reduced pain threshold [4] and increased psychological distress [22, 23]. Since
pain complaint may function as an attachment behaviour [24], avoidant individuals report
less intense although more widespread pain [25], but only in the presence of an unknown
assessor do they report higher pain intensity ratings and lower pain tolerances [7]. These
associations are retained after controlling for measures of neuroticism, negative affect, age,
and social desirability.
As attachment insecurity is associated with headache, it was hypothesised that
attachment anxiety and avoidance would be greater in a community sample of migraine and
T-TH sufferers than headache-free controls in the present study. A second hypothesis
concerned the relationship of attachment insecurity to stress-related headache. The role of
interpersonal stress/distress in headache onset was first alluded to by Wolff [26] for whom
“the migraine headache represents a collapse of a way of dealing with life situations which
are stressful to the individual” (p. 430). The neurologist Sacks [27] also described a migraine
sub-type ‘driven’ by a chronic life situation in which the person feels caught in a ‘malignant
emotional bind’ (p. 221). Experimental investigations have verified the link between
4
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psychological stress and headache onset. Cathcart et al. [28] reported that headache
developed in 91% of patients with chronic tension-type headache (T-TH) during an hour-long
stressful mental arithmetic task compared with only 4% of healthy controls. Similarly,
Stronks et al. [29] observed that headache developed more frequently in patients with T-TH
than in controls or migraine sufferers during stressful mental arithmetic.
A similar procedure was used in the present study. However, to counteract the
possible influence of social support on stress or headache ratings during the arithmetic task,
experimenter support was withdrawn during this phase of the experiment. Since
psychological stress disrupts the individual’s capacity to access mental representations of
support [30], whereby “one feels in desperate need of immediate aid” [31, p.275], it was
expected that insecure individuals would report greater headache and pain intensity than
secure individuals during this stressful - uncontrollable and unpredictable [32] - laboratory
task.
Neuroticism (negative affectivity) is a trait-related headache vulnerability factor
identified in epidemiological studies [33, 34] - although infrequently measured by
recommended [35] Five Factor Model measures such as the NEO-PI-R [36]. Since
neuroticism correlates with attachment insecurity [37, 38], neuroticism may contribute to any
relationship between attachment insecurity and headache. Research investigating the
relationship of headache to other major personality factors is equivocal. A positive
relationship is reported between extroversion (sociability) and pain threshold and tolerance
[39-42] while other studies report no relationship, with pain [43-45] or with headache [4651]. Low openness is associated with poor recovery in other health conditions [52] as well as
in migraineurs visiting a neurology unit [53], and increased aggression-hostility is associated
with migraine without (but not with) aura [49]. The relationship between migraine or T-TH
5
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and conscientiousness is unknown. Thus, a further aim of this study was to determine
whether major personality traits contributed to any relationship between attachment
insecurity and headache.
METHOD
Participants
A university undergraduate sample of 72 women and 14 men aged between 18 and 52
years were recruited by in-campus advertising to participate in “a study of the relationship
between stress and head pain”. Two groups were recruited separately - those who “regularly
or frequently suffer from headaches”, and those who “seldom experience headaches”.
Participants were excluded if they took headache or psychiatric medications, had a chronic
medical or psychological condition or had used mood-altering drugs including alcohol in the
previous 24 hours.
A standard clinical interview based on International Headache Society (I.H.S.) criteria
[54] was used to assign people to the different diagnostic groups and, where appropriate, a
medical opinion was sought. Thirty-eight participants met I.H.S. criteria for episodic
migraine, 28 met criteria for episodic T-TH and 20 formed a headache-free control group
(less than 6 headaches per year, with an average duration of less than an hour).
Participants provided informed consent for the procedures, which were approved by
the Murdoch University Human Research Ethics Committee. Participants were paid $30 or
awarded course credit points.
Assessment Instruments
The Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire (ECR) was used to measure
attachment style. Participants were either currently in a romantic relationship or had been in
one in the past. Each of the 36 items describes feelings generally experienced in intimate
6
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relationships and participants rate their agreement with each item on a 7-point Likert scale
(1= Strongly Disagree; 7= Strongly Agree). This test is considered to have adequate validity
and reliability [55, 56]. The Questionnaire, obtained from Martin Seligman at the Values in
Action Institute, was scored at http://www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu. This online
scoring offers both categorical and continuous measures. The individual received a category
measure in one of four attachment styles – Secure, Anxious (Preoccupied), Avoidant
(Dismissing) and Fearful. We chose the more frequently used terms ‘Anxious’ and
‘Avoidant’ over ‘Preoccupied’ and ‘Dismissing’. Continuous measures of attachment anxiety
and attachment avoidance were also computed.
The NEO-PI-R [83] was used to measure five personality traits: neuroticismemotional stability, extraversion-introversion, openness to experience-conservatism,
agreeableness-antagonism and conscientiousness-impulsivity. The scales have good
construct, convergent and discriminant validity, and test-retest reliabilities of between 0.75
and 0.83.
Procedures
Testing was conducted in two three-hour sessions, a week apart. In the first session,
participants completed a structured headache interview and all psychological assessments.
They were told that the following session would comprise a computer-scored “moderately
stressful mental arithmetic task” designed to measure their “ability to handle mental stress”.
In the second session, participants were seated in a quiet room maintained at 23° ±
2ºC. All participants initially were headache-free. A concentric electrode was attached to a
cleaned site on the forehead on the usual side of headache for migraine sufferers and
alternately on the left or right side for other participants. The electrode consisted of a copper
wire cathode (0.5 mm diameter) centred within a stainless steel annular anode (internal
7
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diameter 10 mm and external diameter 20 mm), set to deliver monopolar square-wave pulses
with a pulse width of 0.3 ms.
The experiment comprised three phases, each of 25 minutes duration – (i) preliminary
(pre-stressor), (ii) stressful task and (iii) post-stressor. Procedures were presented by the same
researcher (JB), and were similar during the pre- and post-stressor phases. In each phase,
participants received three series of 2 mA electric shocks via the concentric electrode – the
headache provocation procedure. Initially, ten shocks were delivered at 30 s intervals to
minimize opportunity for habituation. These were followed by 20 shocks at 2 s intervals and
another series of ten shocks at 30 s intervals.
In the preliminary phase, the experimenter interacted with the participant in a friendly
manner, offering encouragement and engaging them in conversation about themselves and
their work or studies. During the pre- and post-stressor phases, participants verbally rated
headache, nausea and distress after each series of shocks between 0 and 10 where 0
corresponded to no sensation or distress, 1 to awareness of sensation or distress, 2-3 to mild,
4-6 to moderate, 7-8 to somewhat severe, 9 to severe, and 10 to extremely severe.
Participants also rated electrically-evoked pain for each of the ten trials of the 30 s shock
series (a mean pain rating was later computed). In addition, an overall pain rating was
obtained following the series of 20 shocks delivered at 2 s intervals.
The second experimental phase, the stressful task, consisted of 25 minutes of difficult
mental arithmetic. After two practice trials, participants were asked to rate headache and
nausea on an electronic visual analogue scale by moving a cursor along a 10 cm line.
Participants were told that their final score would be compared with those of others but were
given no further information about the nature of the task, particularly its pre-determined 50%
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maximum success rate. At no point during the arithmetic task did the experimenter interact
with participants.
Mental arithmetic problems were delivered by a purpose-written computer program
consisting of four five-minute sets of addition and subtraction exercises at three levels of
difficulty (e.g., Level 1: 6 + 8 – 2; Level 2: 27 – 19 + 3; Level 3: 116 + 118 – 12).
Participants were required to type answers within a designated time: 8, 12 and 15 s for each
level of difficulty respectively. Incorrect answers or delay beyond the allotted time elicited a
continuing unpleasantly loud beeping noise. Correct answers within the time frame earned a
softer, more musical sound and terminated the beeping. Following three successful responses,
subsequent arithmetic questions were automatically raised to the next difficulty level, or
dropped a level following three incorrect answers. To maintain an overall 50% success rate,
those participants who consistently scored correct responses within the time frame at the
highest difficulty level were informed on screen that their responses were “too slow” and
were subjected to aversive beeping regardless of their actual success.
To add to the stressfulness of the task, an audio recording of a crying baby was
played, which steadily increased in volume and intensity. The 2mA shocks were delivered
during each 5-minute arithmetic set, as follows: first set – no shocks; second set – ten shocks
at 30 s intervals; third set – 20 shocks at 2 s intervals two minutes into the set; fourth set – ten
shocks at 30 s intervals. Following each of the four arithmetic sets, participants again rated
themselves on headache and nausea. To avoid interrupting the task, participants did not rate
electrically-evoked pain. At the conclusion of the task, participants rated task stressfulness on
a seven-point scale.
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In the third (post-stressor) phase of the experiment, participants again rated headache,
nausea and distress after each series of electric shocks and were debriefed by the
experimenter.
Statistical approach
Questionnaire scores were compared among headache groups (migraine, T-TH,
controls) with analysis of variance. Electrically-evoked pain was investigated in Group x
Phase (preliminary, final) x Trial (the first 30s shock series, the 2s shock series, the second
30s shock series) analyses of variance. The multivariate solution (Wilks’ Lambda) was used
for factors with more than two levels. Headache, nausea and distress ratings during the
preliminary and post-stressor experimental phases were investigated in similar analyses.
Changes in headache and nausea during mental arithmetic were investigated in Group x
Block (before arithmetic, and after each subsequent 5-minute block of arithmetic) analyses of
variance. Effects of Anxious versus Secure Attachment on ratings of electrically-evoked pain,
headache, nausea and distress were investigated in a similar series of analyses.
In addition, the association between continuous questionnaire measures (attachment
anxiety, attachment avoidance, Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness and
Conscientiousness) and mean headache, nausea, pain and distress ratings before and after
mental arithmetic was explored with Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
Results are presented as the mean ± standard error, and p<0.05 was considered to be
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Attachment classifications for the 86 subjects were: Secure (n=57, 22 migraine, 20 T-TH, 15
controls); Anxious (n = 19; nine migraine, five T-TH, five controls); Avoidant (n = 6; three
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migraine, three T-TH) and Fearful (n = 4; all migraine). Small numbers within the Avoidant
and Fearful categories precluded separate analysis of these attachment categories.
The task was rated as “moderately stressful” by most participants.
Headache groups
None of the assessed personality traits or attachment styles differed significantly
among the migraine, T-TH and control groups (Table 1).
Headache ratings: Headache ratings were similar in each headache group during the
pre- and post-stressor phases of the experiment (Table 1), but increased significantly during
stressful mental arithmetic [main effect for Block, F (4, 80) = 40.3, p<0.001]. During the
arithmetic task, moderate or severe headache developed in 43 participants (50%). Another 30
participants (35%) reported mild increases in headache, whereas headache was minimal or
decreased in 13 participants (15%) (8 migraine, 2 T-TH, 3 controls). The proportion of
participants who developed a moderate or severe headache was similar in the three headache
groups (40% with a history of migraine, 54% with T-TH and 65% of controls).
Facial pain: Electric shocks at 2s intervals evoked greater facial pain than shocks at
30s intervals [main effect for Trial, F (2, 85) = 54.0, p<0.001] (Figure 1). Pain ratings to the
30s- interval shocks decreased across the course of the experiment whereas ratings to the 2sinterval shocks remained stable [interaction between Phase and Trial F (2,85) = 8.84,
p<0.001] (Figure 1). Pain ratings were similar in each headache group (none of the main
effects or interactions that involved Group achieved statistical significance).
Nausea: Ratings of nausea increased during stressful mental arithmetic [F (1, 82) =
167.55, p < .001], but were similar across the three headache groups throughout the
experiment (Table 1).
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Distress and perceived task stressfulness: Pain-related distress and task stressfulness
ratings were similar in the three headache groups (Table 1).
Attachment insecurity and symptom ratings
During the pre- and post-stressor phases, participants in the Anxious attachment
category reported greater headache and electrically-evoked pain than Secure participants [for
headache, F (1, 79) = 8.62, p<0.01; for pain ratings, main effect for Category, F (1, 81) =
13.5, p<0.001] (Figures 1 and 2). As Figure 3 shows, pain-related distress before and after the
task was also greater in the Anxious than Secure attachment category [F (1, 81) = 4.57, p
<.05]. However, task stressfulness was similar in Secure and Anxious participants.
As shown in Table 2, both attachment anxiety and neuroticism were associated with
pain, headache and pain-related distress before and after the task. However the relationship
between attachment anxiety and pain ratings and headache was maintained after controlling
for neuroticism in analyses of covariance [for headache, main effect for Category, F (1, 75) =
6.44, p<0.05; for electrically-evoked pain, main effect for Category, F (1, 75) = 8.90,
p<0.05].
In contrast, increases in headache during stressful mental arithmetic were similar in the
Anxious and Secure participants (Figure 2). Ratings of nausea were similar in both
attachment categories across the experiment.
Attachment avoidance was unrelated to headache, nausea, pain ratings, or pain-related
distress at any stage of the experiment (Table 2).
DISCUSSION
This study aimed to investigate whether insecure (anxious or avoidant) attachment was
associated with episodic migraine or T-TH and with higher experimental pain and headache
ratings during a headache provocation procedure (a) before and after a stressful task when
12
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experimenter support was offered; and (b) during an unpredictable and uncontrollable mental
arithmetic stressor when experimenter support was absent. We also assessed whether the
relationship between attachment styles and headache was independent of major personality
traits.

Differences among headache groups
Our study failed to replicate findings of previous studies [1, 2, 57] in that neither
categorical or continuous measures of attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance, nor Five
Factor Model personality traits differed significantly among the migraine, T-TH and control
groups at any point in the experiment.
These findings may reflect differences in sample age and composition. The mean age
of our episodic migraine sample was 25 years compared with a mean age of 36.6 ± 8.8 years
for chronic sufferers in a previous clinical study [1]. Savi and colleagues [2] combined results
for episodic and chronic migraineurs. Our study excluded participants with depression or
other Axis 1 disorders and those on medication of any kind, whereas the cited studies drew
participants from headache clinics which also treated depression. Selection bias may thus be
considerable [58], and headache chronicity a confound.
Our sample also differed markedly from large-scale population samples in attachment
category membership, where 59% of adults were classified as secure, 25% as avoidant and
11% as anxious ambivalent, leaving 4.5% ‘unclassified’ [59]. Since attachment avoidance
may be particularly under-represented in psychology undergraduate samples [60], our results
may generalise only to equivalent undergraduate populations.
Also, contrary to other studies [61, 62], migraine and T-TH participants were no more
likely than controls to develop a stress-related headache. This may relate to the provocation
procedure itself, as stimulus strength was not manipulated. For example, the use of 2 mA
13
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stimuli to evoke head pain is in contrast with other studies which used a multiple of the
sensory or pain threshold [63, 64]. In addition, our modifications to the arithmetic task,
already a recognised stressful procedure in headache research [28, 29], may have “overshot
the mark” in terms of stress induction, as the addition of the sound of a crying baby, electric
shocks in the forehead, loud, unpleasant beeping and an ambiguous failure manipulation
added to an already uncontrollable and time-pressured task produced a headache even in
normally headache-free participants.
Secure versus anxious attachment and provoked headache
Compared with Secure attachment, participants in the Anxious attachment category
had heightened vulnerability to pain, pain-related distress and headache before and after, but
not during the arithmetic stressor. This effect of attachment anxiety was specific to headache
and pain ratings, as the same effect was not found for nausea. These results were surprising
because we expected that experimenter support before and after the stressful task would
operate as a general protective factor or a stress-buffering mechanism [65, 66].
Why might this be so? The participant’s relationship with the support provider, a
previously unknown experimenter, may have been salient. Attachment is essentially a
relational rather than trait-like construct, measured in relation to a particular individual with
whom the person is intimate. The social bonding system is believed to “borrow” the pain
system to signal when important relationships are threatened [31, 67]. For example,
functional imaging studies show increased activity in the insula and dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) during situations of social threat or reduced social support [67, 68], but
attenuated ACC activity generally requires the physical or emotional presence [68, 69] or
availability [70] of a significant other. Hence the provision of support from an experimenter
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who was previously unknown to the participant may have lacked ecological validity in
assessing the effect of attachment anxiety on headache and pain [9, 10, 71].
Related to this, an impersonal stressor such as arithmetic, compared with an
interpersonal stressor such as rejection, is unlikely to activate attachment-related cognitions
[9, 10, 71]. Within a self-regulation framework [72-74], stress theory predicts that
psychological stress only occurs in the context of a threat to important life goals, which for
most people includes belonging and participation in daily life [75], areas which are
problematic for insecure individuals. Future research in this area should utilise interpersonal
stressors, such as those which simulate social exclusion in an everyday context [67] or which
measure partner effects in a dyadic context [6].
Finally, the type of ‘received support’ is salient [76], optimally functioning to actively
direct the sufferer’s attention away from sensory and affective pain dimensions and towards
pain self-efficacy [77]. In this study, despite her verbal encouragement of the participant, the
experimenter frequently asked the participant to rate headache, pain, nausea and distress
levels, potentially increasing their pain focus.
Thus, attentional factors rather than attachment anxiety per se may offer the best
explanation as to why attachment anxiety predicted headache before and after but not during
the stressor. Unless attention is actively directed elsewhere, painful stimuli will take
precedence over competing painless stimuli [78]. Importantly, attentional biases towards
threatening stimuli have been shown in anxiously attached individuals [79-81]. Furthermore,
anxiety and attentional focus interact – for example, high anxiety participants were least pain
tolerant in an undirected as compared with a distracted condition, while low anxiety
participants were most pain tolerant [82].
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Before and after the task no external distractions were available to participants. In
contrast, the stressful task, even its failure manipulations [82], may have functioned as an
attention-distractor from the sensory and/or affective aspects of the pain stimuli, over-riding
the more subtle effects of attachment anxiety. Thus, in the pre- and post stressor phases, the
combination of experimenter-directed attention to pain and a context devoid of other
distractions may account for the elevated headache and pain reports in anxiously attached
participants. In addition, secure individuals might be more able than anxious individuals to
use internal distraction methods for managing pain, but this is a topic for future research.
CONCLUSIONS
This study appears to be the first to assess the components of attachment insecurity
(anxiety and avoidance) in relation to headache diagnostic category in a non-clinical sample
of episodic headache sufferers during headache provocation. Although attachment anxiety
was similar in migraine, T-TH and control groups, it predicted headache, pain ratings and
pain-related distress before and after a cognitive stressor. Results are consistent with
Bowlby’s [13] view of attachment as a psychobiological system of emotion regulation in
which the anxiety component of insecure attachment plays a role in threat perception, as well
as models in which attachment anxiety can operate as a vulnerability factor for chronic and
acute pain and for headache [4, 5, 7].
This study aids in understanding the role of interpersonal factors in headache onset,
originally described by Wolff [83]. Given the ubiquity of, and disability occasioned by,
primary headaches [84], an understanding of headache vulnerability factors such as
attachment insecurity is important. Insecurely attached individuals may not only be more
susceptible to headache, but attachment style also affects pain beliefs, pain-related
psychological distress [22] and exacerbates headache-related disability [1]. In addition, it
16
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impacts significantly on the patient-physician relationship [24], affecting treatment adherence
and effectiveness in a range of chronic pain conditions [4]. Thus, knowledge of a patient’s
attachment style may aid in headache management and optimise treatment effectiveness in a
variety of ways. In particular, our findings suggest that under certain conditions attachment
anxiety exacerbates headache, pain, and pain-related distress. Therefore, managing this
source of anxiety may help to reduce headache and associated distress.
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Figure legends
Figure 1. Electrically-evoked pain (± S.E.) before and after stressful mental arithmetic in 57
securely attached participants and 23 anxiously attached participants. Pain ratings were
greater in anxiously than securely attached participants before and after arithmetic.

Figure 2. Headache ratings (± S.E.) before, during and after stressful mental arithmetic in 57
securely attached participants and 23 anxiously attached participants. Headache ratings were
greater in anxiously than securely attached participants before and after arithmetic.

Figure 3. Pain-related distress ratings (± S.E.) before and after stressful mental arithmetic in
57 securely attached participants and 23 anxiously attached participants. Distress ratings were
greater in anxiously than securely attached participants before and after arithmetic.
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Table 1 Headache categories in relation to attachment, personality, evoked headache and nausea
T-TH

Migraine

Headache-free Controls

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

3.31

0.17

2.98

0.2

3.43

0.26

2.96

0.16

2.93

0.19

2.74

0.22

Neuroticism

97.72

3.86

96.5

4.55

98.17

5.42

Extraversion

116.59

2.87

119.18

3.38

118.39

4.51

Openness

129.23

3.09

125.29

3.65

124.89

4.49

Agreeableness

117.69

3.11

119.07

3.67

121.5

4.62

Conscientiousness

Attachment anxiety
Attachment avoidance

114.41

2.79

113.36

3.29

114.61

4.45

Headache before task

1.34

.22

.95

.23

1.0

.28

Headache during task

3.08

.33

3.0

.37

3.18

.45

Headache following task

1.86

.28

1.29

.28

1.27

.34

Pain before task

3.12

.20

2.68

.24

3.31

.30

Pain after task

2.69

.22

2.15

.25

2.68

.31

Nausea before task

.63

.16

.30

.19

.26

.23

Nausea during task

3.06

.31

2.97

.37

3.35

.45

Nausea after task

.82

.24

.77

.28

.42

.34

Distress before task

2.25

.28

1.93

.33

2.78

.41

Distress after task

1.67

.26

1.40

.31

1.86

.38

Rated stressfulness of task

4.52

.22

4.48

.26

4.30

.32
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Table 2 Pearson Correlations between attachment dimensions, personality traits, headache, pain, distress, nausea and task stress
Trait

Headache
before task

Headache
during task

Headache after
task

Pain before
task

Pain after
task

Pain distress
before task

Pain distress
after task

Nausea
before task

Nausea
during task

Nausea after
task

Perceived task
stress

Attachment anxiety

.258*

-.011

.275**

.265*

.308**

.310**

.297**

.040

.023

-.028

.117

Attachment
avoidance

-.099

-.093

.110

.092

.138

.117

.116

.078

-.128

-.031

.013

Neuroticism

.248*

.169

.241*

.108

.151

.277*

.240*

.177

.168

.218*

.149

Extraversion

.009

.139

-.130

.169

.093

.108

-.083

-.077

.121

-.100

.195

Openness

-.108

-.187

-.068

-.162

-.162

-.157

-.220*

.022

-.229*

-.138

.043

Agreeableness

-.013

.080

-.008

.045

.033

.121

.014

-.005

.140

-.029

.096

Conscientiousness

.009

-.077

.052

.076

.129

-.064

.141

-.078

-.066

-.042

-.154

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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